ABSTRACT Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) is a typical kind of algorithm based on density clustering in unsupervised learning. It can cluster data of arbitrary shape and also identify noise samples in the dataset. However, an unavoidable defect of the DBSCAN algorithm exists since the clustering performance is quite sensitive to the parameter settings of MinPts and Eps, and there is no theory to guide the setting of its parameters. Therefore, a new method is proposed to optimize the DBSCAN parameters in this paper. Multi-verse optimizer algorithm, a special variable updating method with excellent optimization performance, is selected and improved for optimizing the parameters of DBSCAN, which not only can quickly find out the highest clustering accuracy of DBSCAN, but also find the interval of Eps corresponding to the highest accuracy. In order to search the range of Eps more quickly and efficiently, we design a new mechanism for the variable update of MVO. The experimental results show that the improved MVO is used to optimize DBSCAN, which not only can quickly find out its highest clustering accuracy but also can search the parameters of MinPts and Eps corresponding to the highest clustering accuracy efficiently.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cluster analysis is one of the most effective methods commonly used in data mining, which aims to find potential and valuable information in the dataset. DBSCAN [1] is a typical representative based on the density clustering algorithm which can cluster clusters of any shape and identify noise samples in the data. Besides, DBSCAN has a significant advantage in that it does not require category information of cluster data when clustering. These advantages make it an increasingly popular clustering algorithm. For example, Kellner Dominik et al. selected DBSCAN to cluster extended objects in high-resolution radar data [2] , Shen Jianbing et al. used DBSCAN to segment super pixels in real time [3] , and Pavlis Michalis et al. employed DBSCAN to recognize UK local retail agglomerations [4] .
Although DBSCAN has significant advantages in clustering, it also has the same defects as other clustering algorithms, that is, the clustering performance depends on the parameter
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settings. In different datasets, the optimal clustering results of DBSCAN will have different values of the parameters MinPts and Eps. Even in the same dataset, MinPts takes different values, and the optimal value of Eps is quite different. In addition, there are no theoretical guidance parameters for setting MinPts and Eps, which leads to the selection of reasonable DBSCAN parameters completely depends on personal experience and a large number of experimental trials. Since the clustering result of DBSCAN is sensitive to parameters, the parameters MinPts and Eps must be set reasonably in the application, which limits the extensive use of DBSCAN to some extent. For this problem, many scholars have done some research on the direction of the parameters setting of DBSCAN. In references [5] and [6] , the parameter Eps is automatically determined by using the k-dist list. In reference [7] , the authors propose a hierarchical adaptive alternating optimization method to find the optimal parameter combination of DBSCAN. In reference [8] , a normalized density list is generated by evaluating the local density of the dataset by using the Affinity Propagation algorithm, and then the density list is combined to determine the parameters of VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ the DBSCAN. In reference [9] , the histogram equalization is applied to the pairwise similarity matrix of input data, and then the optimal parameter combination of DBSCAN is determined by dominant sets (DSets). In reference [10] , the binary differential evolution algorithm is used to optimize the optimal combination parameters MinPts and Eps. These methods have promoted the development and application of DBSCAN to some extent, but in this paper, a new optimize DBSCAN parameters method based on the meta-heuristic optimization algorithm is proposed, which is not for finding a value of the parameter Eps in the optimal clustering but finding the interval of Eps. This new method allows DBSCAN to select a more reasonable value of Eps from the optimal range when clustering. Meta-heuristic algorithms are a class of optimization algorithms that are inspired by physical phenomena or biological behaviors in nature, such as MFO [11] , SOS [12] , GA [13] , PSO [14] , FA [15] , BA [16] , GWO [17] , etc. They are widely used in machine learning [18] - [21] , data mining [22] , [23] , engineering design [24] - [26] , industrial control [27] , [28] , and power systems [29] due to superior optimization performance. The swarm intelligence optimization algorithm is a typical representative in the meta-heuristic algorithm, and these algorithms are simple, flexible, easy to implement but not easy to fall into local optimum. MVO is a young and more advanced SI optimization algorithm proposed by Seyedali et al. in 2015 [30] . It inherits all the advantages from the SI optimization algorithm while also having better optimization capabilities, higher search efficiency, and fewer parameters to adjust. Once MVO was proposed, it successfully solved classic engineering problems such as welded beam design, gear train design, pressure vessel design and cantilever beam design [30] . Therefore, the MVO algorithm is also particularly concerned by researchers. In reference [31] , MVO and some famous meta-heuristic algorithms including GA, PSO, BA, FA are used for parameter optimization of SVM respectively. After comparison and analysis, the parameters of MVO optimized allow the SVM to have a higher recognition rate. In reference [32] , the authors implemented MVO to train multi-layer perceptrons, and the results show that the MVO-trained feedforward multi-layer perceptron in multiple datasets has better performance in avoiding local optimum and convergence speed. In [33] , the authors used MVO to optimize the DGM (1, 1) parameters and predict the annual peak of the electrical load. In the comparison of multiple prediction models, MVO-DGM (1, 1) shows better convergence speed and higher prediction accuracy.
Considering the characteristics of variable update in MVO algorithm and its excellent optimization performance, we select and improve it to optimize the parameters of DBSCAN, which not only can quickly find the highest clustering accuracy of DBSCAN but also can search for the interval of Eps corresponding to the highest accuracy rate. No free lunch (NFL) theorem has described that there is no algorithm could solve all optimization problems [34] , and MVO is not an exception. To make MVO more quickly and efficiently search for the maximum interval of Eps corresponding to the highest accuracy rate, we have further improved the MVO algorithm, that is, design a new mechanism for MVO's universe variable update. Obtaining the optimal value interval of Eps can allow DBSCAN to select more reasonable parameters from the interval, thus better guaranteeing its clustering performance.
II. MVO OPTIMIZATION AND DBSCAN CLUSTERING THEROIES

A. MVO OPTIMIZATION THEROY
Mirjalili S et al. proposed a new heuristic optimization algorithm called MVO, which was inspired by the theory of multiverse in physics. The MVO algorithm treats the inflation rate of the universe as a function of fitness, building mathematical models through white holes, black holes, and wormholes. In the optimization model, the higher the inflation rate, the higher the probability of occurrence of white holes and the lower probability of black holes. The direction of information transmission between different universes is from white holes to black holes, that is, from the universe with a higher inflation rate transmits information to the universe with a lower inflation rate. Therefore, the transmission of information from the universe with a high inflation rate to the universe with a low inflation rate is in the process of optimization, which in turn increases the average inflation rate of all universes. The wormholes appear randomly in any universe to maintain the diversity of the universe during the iteration.
Assume that
where n 1 is the number of parallel universes and n 2 is the number of parameters(variables) of each universe. The white/black holes are established by the roulette wheel mechanism, and their selection rules are as shown in (1) . In addition, the universe is sorted according to the normal expansion rate in each iteration before the information is transmitted.
where u j i is the jth variable of the ith universe, u j k is the jth variable of the kth universe selected by the roulette mechanism, N i (U i ) is the normalized inflation rate of the i-th universe, and r 1 is a random variable with a value between 0 and 1.
After the selection of the white/black holes, information exchange will take place in different universes. However, before the variables of the universe are updated, two parameters must be calculated, they are the wormhole existence probability (WEP) and the travel distance (TDR). The evaluation rules for WEP and TDR are shown in (2) .
where M is the maximum number of iterations, m is the current iteration, α and β are the minimum and maximum values of WEP respectively, p is a constant that closely affects the accuracy of development.
The linear increase of WEP in iterations can lead to an increase in probability of wormholes emergence. Reducing the value of TDR in the iteration allows for a more accurate local search around the optimal universe. In this paper, the values of α and β are 0.2 and 1 respectively, the value of p is 6.
Then update the variables of the universe.
where ub j and lb j are the upper and lower boundaries of the jth variable of the universe, respectively, r 2 , r 3 , and r 4 are random variables with values between [0, 1], U j is the jth variable of the optimal universe. A notable characteristic of MVO in the process of updating universe variables is the use of three random variables, r 2 , r 3 , and r 4 , and the contribution of this feature is that it effectively avoids falling into local optimums. However, in author's view, this characteristic has another contribution, which provides a possibility that MVO can search for the interval of optimized parameters, which is one of the reasons why MVO is used to optimize the parameters of DBSCAN.
The global optimal inflation rate is binf , the optimal inflation rate for the mth iteration is inf m , and the universe corresponding to inf m is U m . The flowchart of the MVO algorithm is shown in Fig.1 .
B. DBSCAN CLUSTERING THEROY
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) is an unsupervised clustering algorithm proposed by Martin et al. Different from partitioning and hierarchical clustering, DBSCAN is a considerably representative density-based clustering algorithm that defines clusters as the largest set of points connected by density. Therefore, the design idea of the DBSCAN algorithm is to find the set of maximum density connected samples in the dataset according to the density reachability relationship, and the samples in this set are considered to be the same class.
Let the dataset is X = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · x n ). The set of samples whose distance from x(x ∈ X ) is not greater than Eps is N Eps (x) = x ∈ C|dis x , x ≤ Eps , called Epsneighborhood. Several core concepts about DBSCAN are as follows:
Definition 1 (Core Object): If the number of samples in N Eps (x) is not less than MinPts, then x is the core object. 
Definition 2 (Directly Density-Reachable):
If x ∈ N Eps (x) and x is the core object, thenx is said to be directly densityreachable from x. Definition 3 (Density-Reachable): There exists a chain P 1 , · · · , P i , · · · , P t . If P 1 = x , P t = x, and P i+1 is directly density-reachable from P i , then x is said to be density-reachable from x. Definition 4 (Density-Connected): A point x is densityconnected to point x if there exists core object c such that both x and x directly density-reachable from c.
Definition 5 (Noise): A sample that is neither a core object nor within the set of the N Eps (x) is called noise.
Let the set of core objects is ψ, the unvisited sample set is X , the number of clusters searched is Q, and the clustering result is C. The clustering steps of the DBSCAN algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Assign values to the parameters MinPts and Eps, initialize all variables.
Step 2: Find out all the core objects of the dataset X . Let i = 1, 2, 3, · · · ,evaluate the distance between all samples, and find the N Eps (x i ) of each sample x i . If |N Eps (x i ) | > MinPts, then add x i to the set of core objects (ψ = ψ ∪ x i ).
Step 3: If the core object set is empty, go to step 7, otherwise, go to step 4.
Step 4: Randomly select an object x c in the core object set. The current cluster core queue ψ = {x c }, the category label q(q ← q + 1), and the unvisited sample set X (X ← X − x c ) are then updated.
Step 5: For a core object x c of current cluster core queue ψ , find the subset of N Eps x c , update current cluster sample set C q = C q ∪ (N Eps x c ∩ X ), unvisited sample set and current cluster core queue.
Step 6: If the current core object queue ψ is empty, the search for current cluster's sample is finished, update the cluster set and the core object set, return to step 3.
Step 7: Output clustering results C = {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , · · · C Q }, calculate clustering accuracy.
III. OPTIMIZED DBSCAN-BASED ON IMPROVED MVO A. REASONS FOR IMPROVING THE MVO ALGORITHM
The essence of DBSCAN algorithm clustering is to use the density to divide the samples of the dataset into different clusters. The basis of clustering is the distance between each sample, which makes DBSCAN accurately cluster them for a given sample set. The corresponding Eps is an interval. A clearer explanation of this is shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig.2 From Fig. 1 , it can be observed that the traditional MVO is used to optimize DBSCAN, the return value is the universe corresponding to the optimal inflation rate and the optimal inflation rate, and the value of Eps corresponding to the highest clustering accuracy of DBSCAN is an interval. Therefore, we improve MVO, denoted IMVO1, and used it to search for the highest clustering accuracy of DBSCAN and the corresponding interval of parameter Eps.
B. THE IMPROVES OF MVO
There are two parameters that DBSCAN needs to optimize for clustering, namely MinPts and Eps. In order to simplify the process of optimizing DBSCAN parameters, our solution is to firstly determine the parameter MinPts corresponding to the highest clustering accuracy and then optimize the parameter Eps. Therefore, in this paper, the only parameter that DBSCAN algorithm needs to optimize is Eps, that is, there is only one variable in each universe. Let the universe set is U = {u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , · · · u n }, the upper and lower boundaries of the universe variables corresponding to the global optimal inflation rate are u max and u min , respectively. The global optimal inflation rate is binf , the optimal inflation rate for the mth iteration is inf m , and the universe corresponding to inf m is U m .The flowchart of the improved part of the MVO algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . In order to find out the maximum range of Eps corresponding to the maximum clustering accuracy of DBSCAN more efficiently, we further improve the optimization algorithm based on IMVO1, denoted as IMVO2. In this section, we improve the (3) that is related to the universe variable update mechanism, as given in (5), as shown at the bottom of the next page. where M is the maximum number of iterations, and m is the current iteration. Our universe variable update mechanism is more concerned with the values around the maximum and minimum values of the Eps that have been searched. Since only the Eps found at the highest clustering accuracy is meaningful, when m > M /2 starts using the new variable update mechanism.
Compared to (3), the new variable update method has two major advantages. One is to search only near the maximum and minimum Eps that has been searched; the other is that the variable update does not use the universe boundary information [lb,ub] . These features make IMVO2 faster and more adaptable to different datasets when performing outstanding searches on Eps. The pseudocode of IMVO2-DBSCAN is as shown on the right.
In pseudocode, the fitness of IMVO2 is DBSCAN clustering accuracy. DBSCAN is an unsupervised learning algorithm whose output is the cluster number of each sample. Sometimes the number of clusters output by DBSCAN is much larger than the number of classes of input samples. We cannot use it to calculate clustering accuracy directly.
When evaluating clustering accuracy, the selection of clusters mainly follows three principles. First, select at most one of the clusters with the same input label. Second, not all samples with the same cluster number but different input labels are selected. Third, there should be as many samples as possible in the cluster.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. EXPERIMENTS SETUP
In our experiments, three artificial datasets were selected, denoted D1 which contains 2 categories of 800 samples, D2 which contains 5 categories of 1500 samples, and D3 which contains 8 categories of 2400 samples. In order to make the verification of the performance of the improved MVO algorithm search Eps more reasonable, the inter-class distances and shapes of the three artificial datasets selected are different. The shape of the cluster contained in the artificial datasets is shown in Fig.4 . One of the advantages of MVO is that there are fewer parameters to be set, and the author Seyedali et al. of MVO algorithm also gives the most reasonable settings for key parameters, so the focus of this paper is on the improved MVO optimization DBSCAN parameters. To verify the performance of the MVO, we also used the GA, PSO, MFO, and SOS to optimize the DBSCAN parameters. In the experiment, the parameter settings of GA, PSO, MFO, SOS, MVO, and IMVO are shown in Table 1 .
In our experiments, each optimization model searches the DBSCAN parameters multiple times independently and selects the optimal results. All experiments in this paper are run on Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-9700K CPU @ 3.60GHz with 16GB memory.
B. THE OPTIMAL SELECTION OF MINPTS
The premise of accurate clustering of DBSCAN algorithm requires reasonable setting of parameters MinPts and Eps. Before using the improved MVO to optimize the DBSCAN parameter Eps, the parameter MinPts must be set reasonably. GA, PSO, MVO, and IMVO are used to find the highest clustering accuracy of DBSCAN when MinPts takes different values, and the results are shown in Fig.5 .
In the experiment, the optimization speed of SOS is the fastest but easily fall into local optimum, relatively. Although MFO's optimized performance is as good as MVO, the variable update mechanism of MVO allows us to improve it to optimize the interval of Eps. Therefore, we select and improve MVO to optimize the parameters of DBSCAN. As can be seen from Figure 5 , we modify the variable update mechanism of MVO to optimize the interval of Eps is not deteriorating the excellent optimization performance of MVO. In addition, we can also know that the value of MinPts has a great influence on the maximum clustering accuracy of DBSCAN. Taking dataset D1 as an example, a reasonable set of MinPts can accurately cluster all samples, but if MinPts is setting unreasonably, the clustering accuracy of DBSCAN will be dramatically reduced to below 0.6. In general, the larger the value of MinPts is, the worse the DBSCAN accurate clustering dataset, but, in different datasets, the impact of MinPts on DBSCAN clustering will be slightly different. After comparison and analysis, in the next section of the experiment, the value of MinPts was selected to be 5.
C. OPTIMIZATION OF PARAMETER EPS OF DBSCAN
The improved MVO is used to search DBSCAN for optimal clustering accuracy and possible values of parameter Eps. Select the universe according to (1) . When MinPts = 5, the optimization curves of MVO and IMVO1 are shown in Fig. 6 . As can be seen from Fig. 6 , for the dataset D1 and D2, when the DBSCAN clustering accuracy is the largest, the value and the interval of the Eps are small extremely, and for dataset D3, when the DBSCAN clustering accuracy is optimal, the value range of Eps is relatively large. In a small interval, the original MVO can quickly search for a suitable value of Eps, which allows DBSCAN to cluster with the highest accuracy. However, the MVO algorithm can only find an optimal Eps value, and IMVO1 is still working after searching for the maximum clustering accuracy of DBSCAN, searching for the Eps interval corresponding to the accuracy.
It also can be seen from Fig.6 that the search speed of IMVO1 is fast when the interval of the Eps is large, but in the dataset D1 and D2, the range of the Eps are small, and the search speed of the IMVO1 is relatively slow. To search the interval of Eps as efficiently as possible, we further improved the IMVO1 algorithm, indicated IMVO2, to perform a more refined search around the maximum and minimum Eps which are obtained so far. When MinPts = 5, the optimized curves of IMVO2 are shown in Fig. 7 .
We designed IMVO2 to search for Eps more finely after half of the maximum number of iterations. In this paper, the maximum iteration of the improved MVO is set to 400, which means that IMVO2 searches for the maximum and minimum values of Eps more finely from the 201st iteration.
As can be seen from Figures 7a and 7b , when the iteration is greater than 200, the distance between the curves 'Max Eps' and 'Min Eps' is grown rapidly. Especially in Fig. 7b , when there is no fine search after searching for the maximum clustering accuracy of DBSCAN, even after more than 100 iterations, the distance between 'Max Eps' and 'Min Eps' is still relatively small, and the new search mechanism begins to work, the distance between 'Max Eps' and 'Min Eps' increases rapidly. In summary, our improved IMVO2 can not only quickly search for the maximum clustering accuracy of DBSCAN, but also search for the Eps range corresponding to the maximum clustering accuracy quickly and efficiently. In order to make the comparison more apparent, we use IMVO1 and IMVO2 to search for the value interval of Eps which corresponds to the maximum clustering accuracy of DBSCAN when the of MinPts are different (regardless of whether the value of MinPts is the best), and the results are shown in Tables 2 and 3 .
In Table 3 , the range of Eps of IMVO2 search is larger than the range of Eps searched by IMVO1, especially in dataset D3, this is because IMVO1 updates the universe variable mechanism to u = U ± TDR × (ub − lb) × r 4 + lb and the search accuracy is affected by the boundary [lb,ub] . IMVO2 does not use universe variable boundary information in the finer search for the Eps interval, and only searches around Eps min and Eps max .
The maximum and minimum values of Eps for IMVO2 search are greater than and smaller than the maximum and minimum values of Eps for IMVO1 search, which means that the interval of Eps for IMVO2 search is larger than the range for Eps searched by IMVO1, that is, the Eps of the IMVO2 search is more excellent.
D. THE VERIFICATION OF IMVO2 OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
Compared with IMVO1, IMVO2 has a stronger ability to search for parameters Eps. To verify the Eps validity of VOLUME 7, 2019 outside the interval, it will cause the maximum clustering accuracy of DBSCAN to decrease. This indicates that the interval of Eps corresponding to the highest clustering accuracy of DBSCAN for IMVO2 search is effective and optimal. In addition, the value of Eps larger than Eps max has a greater influence on the clustering accuracy of DBSCAN. Sometimes even if the value of Eps is slightly larger than Eps max , the maximum clustering accuracy of DBSCAN will be drastically reduced, since increment of Eps also increases the possibility that different classes are treated as the same class.
E. APPLICATION OF IMVO2-DBSCAN IN UCI DATASETS
One advantage of DBSCAN based on density clustering is that it can recognize noise samples. We improved MVO to optimize DBSCAN parameters, which gave DBSCAN another unique advantage in data mining. When the dataset to be clustered has unknown label samples and their density is similar, the parameters of DBSCAN can be optimized to mine unknown label samples by using known label samples.
In this section, we test the performance of IMVO2-DBSCAN in public datasets and demonstrate this advantage.
Three UCI Machine Learning datasets were selected, named Iris which contains 3 classes with 4 features, Seeds which contains 3 classes with 7 features, and Segment which contains 7 classes with 19 features, respectively. The subset of the dataset is used for parameters optimization of DBSCAN, and the selection of the subset is shown in Table 7 . The clustering accuracy of DBSCAN with different values of MinPts is shown in Fig. 8 .
In Figure 8 , the trend of the optimal accuracy of DBSCAN clustering Seeds, Iris, and Segment are consistent with the tendency of clustering accuracy in their subsets, when MinPts takes different values. Also, the optimal parameter MinPts is the same, which are 18, 3, and 3, respectively. The optimal MinPts is selected and then optimize the parameter Eps. The results are shown in Table 7 .
In Table 7 , the interval of the Eps corresponding to the optimal clustering accuracy of all the samples of the data set overlaps with the range of the Eps searched by IMVO2 on its subset, which means that we can find a value in the Eps interval searched in the subset for clustering all samples of the dataset. The results show that we can optimize DBSCAN parameters by known label samples to mine unknown label samples, which is impossible for supervised learning algorithms.
We improve MVO to optimize the parameters of DBSCAN, not only can find the optimal clustering accuracy of DBSCAN but also find the range of Eps corresponding to the accuracy. This allows us to select a more appropriate value from the obtained Eps interval for DBSCAN clustering. In addition, the output of our improved MVO is the interval of the optimal variable, which can guide the solution of other optimization problems that the optimal parameters are continuous intervals.
V. CONCLUSION
Accurate clustering of DBSCAN requires the reasonable setting of parameters MinPts and Eps. For different datasets, the optimal MinPts and Eps corresponding to the highest clustering accuracy of DBSCAN are different. Even if the value of MinPts is set differently in the same dataset, the difference in optimal Eps will be very large, and sometimes the reasonable interval of Eps is quite small. This creates great difficulties for manually setting parameters. For example, in dataset D1, when MinPts = 45, the value range of Eps corresponding to the highest clustering accuracy of DBSCAN is [0.114046, 0.114058], which is a challenging to search manually. We use MVO for DBSCAN parameter optimization and improve it, denoted IMVO1, to find the interval of Eps when DBSCAN is clustering accurately. To optimize the parameter Eps corresponding to the maximum clustering accuracy of DBSCAN faster and more efficiently, we further improve IMVO1, denoted IMVO2. The experimental results show that the IMVO2 we designed not only can optimize the parameters of DBSCAN quickly and effectively but also the search interval can guide setting the parameters more reasonably. FENG HU is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree with the Anhui University of Science and Technology. His research interests include machine learning, photoelectric information processing, and coal mine safety monitoring.
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